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Mimili Anangu School is located in a remote community in the far northwest of South Australia in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara
Yankunytjatjara Lands. Mimili is approximately 1350kms by road from Adelaide, including 200 km on unsealed roads.
The community has a population of approximately 300 people, and student enrolments fluctuate between 55 and 65. The
school caters for students from birth to Year 12. It includes a school-based preschool and playgroup. Most students' first
language is Pitjantjatjara or Yankunytjatjara. English is frequently only spoken at school. The transience rate is high as the
school can have students who attend for periods of days or weeks and then return to their home communities. The school has
an ICSEA score of 625, and is classified as Category 1 on the DECD Index of Educational Disadvantage. The median ICSEA
score across Australia is 1000. The school population includes 15 (25%) Students with Disabilities.
Each classroom has a soundfield system to assist instruction and learning due to frequent conductive hearing loss. Some
secondary students attend the Partnership secondary school Wiltja in Adelaide.
The leadership of the school comprises of the Principal in the 1st year of her tenure, an Anangu Coordinator in his second year
and a Student Learning Coordinator in her first year. In term four the Principal took study leave and an acting Principal took her
place.
The First Language Maintenance and Development program continued to implement the release of the languages section of
the Australian Curriculum. We worked with the Coordinator from AES office, the hub leaders and 5 AEW language instructors to
implement the units of work. Students and AEWs responded enthusiastically and are learning skills to read Pitjantjatjara texts
with comprehension. The school employed an AEW 2 to coordinate Pitjantjatjara lessons. Mimili community is supportive and
very positive about this program.
The other Learning Area focus was the teaching of Mathematics. A consistent assessment process was developed and termly
moderation was introduced. This meant that teachers were developing a more consistent approach to assessing evidence of
learning and were collaboratively evaluating their task design.
Professional Learning Communities continued in 2018, where teachers engaged in an Improvement Sprint model. Teachers
trialled evidence based strategies and participated in a collaborative reflective cycle of improvement, ultimately improving
student outcomes in reading comprehension and oral language.
We ran successful writing moderation sessions with Indulkana school during which time we were able to highlight our students
strengths and areas where we need to focus on in the future.
During the second half of the year we had a strong focus on classroom management. We have introduced Classroom Profiling
encouraging a culture of open doors and collaborative practice. Teachers are profiled and reflect on the strategies they are
using and what strategies might further support the behaviour in their class.
We introduced an Inclusion Support teacher in term three who worked with some of our most challenging students in a 1:1
context on literacy, numeracy and wellbeing skills. We saw a dramatic decrease in admin time outs and take homes. These
children were more engaged in learning as well as the other children in class.
The school opened the new Children and Family Centre in term three with a big community event. Families and children are
very excited to be using this new facility. The preschool had a more consistent year, with a stable teacher and two AEWs. The
AEWs continued to work towards their certificate 3 in Children's Services at Umuwa and Mimili.
Each term culminates in a celebration of learning evening in which classes share their highlights of the term. These nights were
well attended and community feedback is always positive that this is a good way to share learning.
We ran successful bush trips in which members of the community show our students traditional skills and listen to important
stories. The school held two short community walks to Sunset Rocks in term one and term three. These were well attended by
community.
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There were six Governing Council meetings during the year with excellent attendance. Governing Council continued to provide
leadership and governance to the school and assist with connections to the community. They have also been instrumental in
supporting the school to ensure family conflict does not impact on student learning.
They have continued to work with school leaders on school policy including use of mobile phones and student management.
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The preschool is an exciting learning environment for our younger children. They are welcomed and excited to attend.
Partnership initiatives are being developed to attract and retain quality EY staff across the partnership.
We have continued to implement quality play based programs leading to and we are exceeding NQS. Preschool teachers work
closely with Early Years Leaders in the Anangu Partnership and have found the fortnightly teleconferences very useful to build
relationships with other staff while also accessing contextually relevant PD.
We have commenced the implementation of Preschool Numeracy and Literacy Indicators and the stories an example in the
indicators are providing rich ways of looking at, in particular, numeracy in the preschool. The high preschool attendance has
been maintained. Teachers have commenced reporting Literacy and numeracy indicators in Statements of Learning for all
preschool finishers. Culturally rich learning programs documented in learning programs and children have evidence of Literacy
& numeracy development in learning folders.
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Mimili School continued to use its Site Improvement Plan in planning for improved student outcomes throughout 2018. During
our self review process at the end of 2018, we found that from our SIP, we achieved:
• The development of a whole school maths agreement with teachers understanding and implementing agreed mathematics
teaching blocks and coherent numeracy practice across the classrooms.
• Consistent maths assessment and moderation practices put in place.
• AEWs were taught and encouraged to teach the students the various mental routines and maths games. Termly sessions
were held to teach AEWs the mental routines and mathematical concepts to build their capacity and confidence.
• Literacy learning support occurred and offered students 1:1 literacy intervention using best practice scripts, and resources.
• An Inclusion Support teacher was employed in term 3 aimed at developing learning behoviours for student with challenging
behaviours. This work was supported by the Support Services, Behaviour Coach.
• The continuation of PLCs at the site and partnership level relating to reading comprehension and oral language to improve
consistency of practice in these areas.
• Assessment deadlines maintained and used for planning and individual student literacy goals.
• One Plans updated every 5 weeks and displayed in a ‘student friendly’ way for students to better track their own goals and
achievements.
• Development of weekly Pitjantjatjara language lessons and the employment of a FLMD Coordinator to support the teaching
of Pitjantjatjara lessons.
From our external review recommendation of: Improve teachers’ capability to apply the Essential Skills for Classroom
Management to their daily classroom’, we have since had our Student Learning coordinator trained to develop staff to become
profilers. Profiling has continued at the site and was supported by profiling conducted by the Assistant Director Anangu Lands
Partnership.
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In 2018 we continued to use Scorelink to capture the data and this has proved to be useful in keeping staff on track with
recording in a central repository, supported PDP conversations with teachers and importantly the data is used to differentiate
the learning daily in classrooms. Teachers reported expectations around curriculum planning being high and the roles of
Student Learning Coordinator and providing feedback to practitioners has been effective.
As a school that often has fewer than 20 students eligible to sit NAPLAN in each year level, small changes in the
number of our students Improvement Planning Outcomes can cause large changes in the percentages shown in the NAPLAN
graphs. This makes it more difficult to use those percentages to draw reliable conclusions about changes in performance from
year to year.
In contextualizing the use of the assessments and standards data in the Anangu Lands Schools, schools have
administered a selected range of literacy and numeracy assessments to monitor and track the performance of learners
progressing and achieving at their year appropriate level in relation to the DECD standard of educational achievement in
Standard Australian English. The assessments include Concepts of Print, Phonological Awareness Skills Mapping, Running
Records, Progress Achievement Tests in Reading and Mathematics, Oxford Wordlists (Recognition & Spelling), Language &
Literacy Levels. In the synthesis of results for big picture whole school implications, the data demonstrates that our students are
making progress towards the targets.
When we look at the data for running records in our R – 3 student cohort we can see that only 2 students made progress. One
year 2 student moved up 5 reading levels, and another moved up 3. In order to use data for planning, we can use the
phonological awareness test to see greater growth and where the learning gaps are. We can see that every student made
progress in the phonological awareness test, with an average increase of 5 growth points.
In the years 4 – 12 cohort we can see greater growth in the running record data. Again the data indicates that every child is
moving up and working towards achieving their targets. One student improved 4 growth points, achieving the partnership goal.
Most students went up one growth point per term. Reading comprehension and fluency continues to be a focus for the upper
primary and senior classes.
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Preschool enrolments continue from our playgroup with the majority of families choosing to access preschool for
their Anangu children at 3 years old. This transition is strengthened by the strong relationship between playgroup
and preschool with family days and combined community events for opportunities for children to experience the
preschool learning environment.
Mimili continues to have a pool of transient children who travel with families from various communities and access
preschool when they are in Mimili. We strongly support visiting children to attend and work hard at sharing this
message with GC, staff and families.

The current policy consists of three components: the school values, known as STARS, which remind students of
how to show school behaviours, the corrective behaviour system and the positive behaviour system. The corrective
behaviour system sets out the processes and responsibilities to address negative behaviours. The positive
behaviours apply to each classroom whereby staff members notice, explicitly name, describe and reward positive
behaviours. This system promotes a consistent approach with greater emphasis on supporting students to ‘own’
their behaviour. If students are ‘exited’ to the office from their classrooms ‘Time Out’ reflection, in language and
English, with visual scaffolds. Mimili has developed a system of re-entry involving families.
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Staff:
Staff reported on a positive school culture. Many staff commented during their PDP conversations that they are
happy to come to work and feel valued as member of school staff. AEWs commented that they like being a part of a
positive team and enjoy coming to work everyday. Staff continue to comment during behavior review meetings that
challenging student behavior continues to be a major stressor and that the behavior system currently in place
needs ongoing improvements. Staff feel happy and want to continue with the leadership structure of principal,
Anangu coordinator and student learning and behavior coordinator. Mimili continues to be a social hive and
teachers enjoy this aspect of work.
Students:
During a student voice survey we ran in June we asked students what their favourite subjects were and what they
wanted to learn more of. Students reported that they want to learn more Pitjantjatjara, culture and maths. They
want to go on more camps and bush trips. Students favourite subjects continue to be swimming, PE, art, maths and
Pitjantjatjara.
Community:
At informal community consultations sessions the community expressed satisfaction with the school but indicated
that they wanted better options for secondary learners. They also wanted the school to community issues with
behaviour and bullying better.
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100% of Preschool children continued to Mimili Anangu School in their foundation year. These children are all
residents of Mimili. Many of the children who leave the school enrol in other Anangu Lands schools, while the majority
of the students enrolling interstate as a destination, have moved to Northern Territory, Pt Augusta region and
Adelaide. As there were no year 12 SACE graduate students during 2018, there is no data on school finishers gaining
employment.

The Anangu Lands partnership of schools continues to contribute funds to the employment of a dedicated screening
officer for Anangu employees. Mimili school contributes $5000.00 p/a to the role.
Due to the length of time some screening processes may take, employees are encouraged and supported if
necessary, to begin the application and renewal process six months in advance of employment or expiry. All
employees at the school have a Relevant History Screen.
An electronic data base is kept of all employees, visiting specialists and volunteers and their current Relevant History
Screen status and expiry dates.
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1,968,207
208,971
46,417

60,140

One Plans developed for all children, incoperating goals set with families and support services
for literacy, numeracy and wellbeing.

Vocabulary development, AEW lead
shared reading in Pitjantjatjara too assess
children's vocabulary development and
comprehension

This funding was used to support the release of the Student Learning Coordinator from
teaching to support the Anangu Coordinator and Principal with managing behaviour on
a daily basis

N/A

N/A

Better schools funding was used to build capacity of Anangu and teaching staff,
both on and off site training provided opportunitiues to strengthen effectiveness of
classroom practice.

N/A

Significantly reduced amount of time
outs and student take homes.

